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             The HAKHA Movement          

Uprising – Freedom – Referendum 

 
In the Name of Ahura Mazda 

 
To Ruling Mullahs in Iran, their supporters and Presidential Candidates 

 
The addressees of this message and all the hired hands for committing the oppressive and 
treasonous deeds of the ruling tyrants in Iran, be aware that your actions to this date not only are 
in path of crime and treason towards People of Iran, but are cont inuously against all humanity.  
This is why you will not be able to find even a mouse hole, anywhere in the world to hide in.  
You, with your evil thoughts and deeds and your ignorance, not only yourself, but your families 
will also be sacrificed.  After the success of the uprising of People of Iran, even prison will not 
be a safe haven for you, because the prison guards are also aware of your deeds. 
 
At this juncture, People of Iran have such awareness and vigilance that they will no longer listen 
to your empty promises.  Given Iranians kind and forgiving nature, your only solution is to join 
People and ask for their forgiveness. 
 
Now that you, servant criminals have become candidates for Presidency in Islamic Republic, and 
have announced your readiness for assisting in continuation of the crimes of the tyrant rulers, 
have once again proven that are incapable of understanding and lack any degree of intelligence 
and are unaware of the consequences of the rule of the tyrant Mullahs. 
 
Your candidacy is the stamp of approval on the continuation of treason and crimes of the tyrant 
Mullahs and their supporters, and puts you in the front row of victims and after the downfall of 
these tyrant rulers, you together with them will see the consequences of your actions.    
 
The uprising of People of Iran that is at 10:00 AM on June 16th 2005, will cleanse Iran and rest 
of the world from your tyrant existence and Islamic Republic will take their hope of Presidential 
Election to its grave.   

 
On behalf of the HAKHA Movement for freedom and democracy 

 
Dr. Ahura-Pirouz Khaleghi Yazdi 

May 12, 2005 
 


